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Science textbook plays an important part in science teaching activities. Language
is a major tool to represent, interpret and translate knowledge. Therefore, the purpose
of this study is to investigate and analyze the language of Chinese and American
science textbooks used in primary schools, so as to provide suggestions for
arrangement of Chinese science textbooks. This study selects three sets of science
teaching materials with a wide coverage and high popularity in primary school as the
objects, which are the Chinese-jiaoke version science textbook for primary school
(2003 edition), Chinese-sujiao version science textbook for primary school ( (2004
edition), and American version science textbook for primary school (2010 version). At
the same time, three sets of teaching material corpus are built. Quantitative analysis
data is obtained by using corpus technology, and qualitative analysis is carried out
according to relevant theories.
This study mainly takes sentence as the major language unit for investigation
because different sentence patterns have different functions. So this study mainly
discusses five aspects used in the three sets of textbooks, which are distribution，
knowledge types, functions, conditions, and frequency , with profound investigation
on the usage of imperative sentences in science textbooks .
The major conclusions from the study are as follows:
First, there is too low proportion of declarative knowledge in the Chinese science
textbooks so that support for the procedural knowledge is insufficient. The date shows
Compared with the proportion of declarative knowledge in the American science
textbooks account for 76.80%, the Chinese-jiaoke version science textbook
















Second, different knowledge types demonstrate different distribution
characteristics of sentence patterns. The investigation finds out that (1) The four types
of sentences are declarative sentences, interrogative sentence, imperative sentences
and exclamatory sentences with ascending order in declarative knowledge, and the
declarative sentence is the core sentence patterns. (2) The distribution of sentence
patterns in procedural knowledge is different from that of declarative knowledge: The
American and Chinese- sujiao four types of sentences are imperative sentences ,
interrogative sentence, declarative sentences and exclamatory sentences with
ascending order in procedural knowledge, the Chinese- jiaoke putting the
interrogative sentence in first place.
Third, it is found out in the survey that in the "science" textbook, the imperative
sentence has only three sub-sentences: command sentence, the proposed sentence and
dissuasion sentence, which are less type than the general field, in the two types of
knowledge, the command in the first place, then proposed sentence, the least
dissuasion sentence.
Fourth, we can sum up eleven kinds of basic skills from the verb of imperative
sentence in the three sets of textbooks:"Observation, record, communication,
measurement, comparison, classification" in which the distribution of all grades, the
"observation" is the highest rate of a skill.
Fifth, causative verbs in the textbook is to promote the action behavior state
orders that can be issued and completed the "incentive", but also play a role in
adjusting the "operation command" tone. From the use of the verb "imperative" in the
three sets of "science" textbooks, we can conclude that there are nine verbs used in the
three sets of "science" textbooks: use, make, let, demand, please, give, ask, consult,
with ontology that gives the commonly used verbs: recommendation, commission,
demand, make, ask for, launch, command, call, force, reminder obvious difference.
There are differences in the use of the verb distribution: the Chinese-jiaoke science
textbooks use nine, the American science textbooks use seven, and the Chinese-sujiao















sets of science textbooks, with "use" as the highest frequency of the imperative verb.
The two suggestions from the study are as follows:
First, the representational knowledge and procedural knowledge representation is
a systematic system, and it is recommended that the Chinese-science textbooks pay
attention to the declarative knowledge and arrangement of the order and quantity.
Second, different types of knowledge should be expressed in different language
units. For example, use imperative sentence as the core sentence to represent “do”
feature in procedural knowledge, while using questioning sentence as an assistant way
to represent the feature of “ thinking” ; Use declarative sentence to represent the
feature of “declarative” in declarative knowledge while using questioning sentence
as an assistant way to represent the feature of “thinking”.
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